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OneAsia Deploys Appcara's App360 Appliance PRO for its Cloud 

OneAsia's Cloud Orchestrator accelerates enterprises' application to the cloud 

HONG KONG, April 7, 2015 - OneAsia, the leading IT services, cloud solutions and data 

centers services provider in Asia, today announced that it has deployed Appcara's App360 

Appliance PRO, the state-of-the-art multi-cloud and application automation solution, into 

OneAsia's data centers to offer Cloud Orchestrator solutions across Asia . 

Cloud Orchestrator is a cloud management system that allows enterprises to move applications 

into a virtualised infrastructure. Charles Lee, Founder & CEO of OneAsia said, "The Cloud 

Orchestrator, which is the key enabler for OneAsia's latest offer OneCloud, seamlessly extends 

the traditional onsite IT infrastructure into the cloud. This allows enterprises to rapidly deploy, 

efficiently manage and simplify the migration of applications into the cloud. This is a guaranteed 

end-to-end service to our customers." Cloud Orchestrator's end-to-end cloud management 

offers standardised provisioning, on-going support and maintenance and application migration 

for businesses. 

The key advantages of OneAsia's Cloud Orchestrator include: 

Speedup virtualised infrastructure for server connectivity, VM, OS and Apps 

 Standardised user and administration experience 

 Carrier neutral connectivity 

 Cloud and Hypervisor Neutral 

 Centralised patch management at all layers 

With OneAsia's trans-Pacific networks, world-class data centers and cloud services, OneAsia's 

Cloud Orchestrator offers enterprises tremendous flexibility and simplicity in migrating the 

business critical application workloads into the cloud. 



OneAsia will have a physical presence to demonstrate Cloud Orchestrator at the upcoming Intel 

Developer Forum (IDF) 2015 on 8-9 April, 2015. The booth will be located at booth #716 at 

the Sheraton Futian Shenzhen (Fuhua Rd, Futian District Shenzhen, Guangdong 518048). 

 

### 

 

About OneAsia 

OneAsia offers a full range of cloud computing solutions and data centre services, from 

infrastructure, platform to application software, aiming to help clients to manage its IT budget 

and resources effectively in meeting core business needs. OneAsia's top-tier rated data centres 

are located across Asia to keep its customers connected from anywhere in the world with 

consistent levels of quality, security and services. OneAsia is at the forefront of the industry with 

extensive infrastructure coverage in Greater China, Singapore, Malaysia and Vietnam. 

For more information, please visit www.oneAs1a.com 
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